
Comets and Kuiper Belt Objects 

!  There are two main regions where the 
comets live:  the Kuiper belt and the 
Oort Cloud. 

!  The Kuiper belt extends roughly 30 
to 50 AU. 

!  The Oort Cloud may extend as far as 
50,000 AU. 

•  There are two main regions 
where the comets live:  the 
Kuiper belt and the Oort Cloud. 

•  There are roughly 1500 known 
KBOs and counting.  Most are a 
few tens of km in diameter. 



Comets and Kuiper Belt Objects 

!  KBOs are extremely faint and must be observed with the 
largest telescopes. 



Comets and Kuiper Belt Objects 

!  A few KBOs have diameters approaching 1500 km.  Most are much 
smaller. 



Comets and Kuiper Belt Objects 

!  Sedna has an orbital period of about 10,500 years.  It is 
one of the most distant known solar system objects. 



Comets 

!  When a comet comes close to 
the Sun, things get interesting…  

!  Comets are bright, fuzzy objects 
that appear relatively suddenly. 

!  Most usually have a rather long, 
diffuse “tail”. 



Comets 

!  Historically, comets were considered to be “bad omens”. 
!  This tapestry depicts the appearance of Halley’s comet during the 

coronation of Harold as King of Britain on January 6, 1066.  The 
Norman invasion came later that year. 

!  See http://www.bayeuxtapestry.org.uk/Index.htm 



The Nature of Comets 

!  In 1705, Edmund Halley applied 
Newton’s new theories of gravity 
and motion to the orbits of bright 
comets.  He suggested that the 
bright comets that appeared in 
1531, 1607, and 1682 were the same 
object.  Also, the comet of 1066 is 
now known to be the same object. 

!  Comets are objects orbiting the 
Sun. 



The Nature of Comets 

!  Comets are gravitationally bound to the Sun. 
"  The orbits can be highly elliptical (recall the orbits of the planets 

are nearly circular). 
"  The orbital planes of the comets can be highly inclined with 

respect to the Earth’s orbital plane (i.e. the ecliptic). 
"  The orbital periods range from a few years to thousands of years. 



The Nature of Comets 

Observationally, comets have 
"  A bright head, which consists of a small nucleus (a few km 

across) and a coma made up of glowing diffuse gas, which 
may be 100,000 km across. 

"  A dust tail, comprised of dust particles outside the comet 
nucleus, blown off by the radiation from the Sun. 

"  A gas tail, comprised of water vapor, CO2… blown off by 
particles from the Sun.  

"  The gas tail always point away from the Sun. 



The Nature of Comets 

!  A summary of the main parts.  Note the difference in the size of the 
actual nucleus and the visible coma. 



The Nature of Comets 

!  Sunlight and the solar wind 
blow the comet’s dust 
particles away from the Sun. 

!  As a result, the tails always 
point away from the Sun. 

!  Halley’s Comet -- 75 year 
orbital period, last seen in 
1986.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8zV1xiGqf4 



The Nature of Comets 

!  The dust tail is seen by 
reflected sunlight. 

!  The gas tail is seen by its own 
emission (i.e. it is a cloud of 
hot gas). 

!  The dust tail can be up to 
150,000,000 km long. 



The Nature of Comets 



The Nature of Comets 

!  A comet is a very small, dirty snowball. 
!  When it is far from the Sun, it is very faint, and usually 

impossible to see from Earth. 
!  When a comet comes close to the Sun (and hence relatively 

close to the Earth), the Sun vaporizes the material, giving 
rise to the coma and the tails.  Comets generally disappear 
after many trips near the Sun. 



The Nature of Comets 

!  In 2005, NASA sent the 
Deep Impact probe to the 
Comet Temple 1. 

!  The probe crashed into 
the nucleus at a velocity of 
22,000 mph. 



The Nature of Comets 

!  In 2005, NASA sent the Deep Impact probe to the Comet Temple 1. 
!  The probe crashed into the nucleus at a velocity of 22,000 mph. 
!  Seconds after impact, hot debris was spotted. 
!  Spectra of the debris revealed molecules containing Carbon that had been 

parts of organic compounds. 



Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 

!  This comet was discovered in 1993, subsequent photographs showed a 
“string of pearls”. 

!  It was found to be orbiting Jupiter rather than the Sun. 
!  It was on its final pass around Jupiter, hit Jupiter in July of 1994. 



Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 

!  The colliding fragments made dark spots that were easily 
seen from Earth. 

!  The typical collision released 100,000 times more energy 
than an H-bomb. 



Meteors:  
Rocks That Fall From the Sky 



Chelyabinsk Meteor – Feb. 15, 2013  

2:30    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBLjB5qavxY 

It was the largest known natural object to have entered Earth's atmosphere since 
the 1908 Tunguska event that destroyed a wide, remote, forested area of Siberia.  

Diameter: 20 meters 
Speed: 43,000 miles/hour 
Energy: 30 times more than 
the atomic bomb at Hiroshima 



Meteors 

!  There are many small chunks of matter orbiting the Sun. 
"  A piece that is in space is a meteoroid. 
"  A piece that burns up in the Earth’s atmosphere is a 

meteor (a bright streak of light). 
"  A piece that lands on Earth is a meteorite. 

•  Many “meteor showers” are associated with comets. 



Meteor Showers 

!  During periods of high 
meteor activity, most of 
the events appear to come 
from one spot on the sky. 

!  This point is roughly 
where the comet’s tail 
was. 

Dust particles enter the atmosphere and burn up, causing a 
streak of light. 



Rocks from Space 

!  Thomas Jefferson said:  “It is easier to believe that 
two Yankee professors [Profs. Silliman and Kingsley 
of Yale] would lie than that stones would fall from the 
sky.” 

!  Jefferson was wrong: stones do fall from the sky! 



Rocks from Space 

!  Evidence that rocks fall from space: 
"  There have been eyewitness accounts of impacts. 
"  In many cases, the mineral composition of 

samples indicates the material cannot be native to 
Earth. 

"  Most older samples are iron, most “fresh” samples 
are stony material. 



Rocks from Space 



Where to Find Meteorites 

!  Antarctica is one of the 
best places to find 
meteorites on Earth, 
owing to the high contrast 
(black rocks on white 
snow). 

http://www-curator.jsc.nasa.gov/curator/antmet/program.htm 


